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Abstract- Cloud describes the use of a collection of services, applications, information, and infrastructure. It is like a pool of resources and services 
available in a pay as- you-go manner. Services like computation, network, and information storage. This paper mainly focus on the major security 
concerns about cloud computing. The major areas of focus are: - Information Protection, Virtual Desktop Security, Network Security, and Virtual 
Security. In today’s business world, many organizations use Information Systems to manage their sensitive and business critical information. The need 
to protect such a key component of the organization cannot be over emphasized. Data Loss/Leakage Prevention has been found to be one of the 
effective ways of preventing Data Loss. DLP solutions detect and prevent unauthorized attempts to copy or send sensitive data, both intentionally or/and 
unintentionally, without authorization, by people who are authorized to access the sensitive information. Data Loss Prevention is found to be the data 
leakage/loss control mechanism that fits naturally with the organizational structure of businesses. It not only helps the organization protect structured 
data but it also helps protection and leakage prevention of unstructured data. 
 
Keywords –Analysis of Data leakage in cloud computing; Data leakage prevention in cloud computing; Checking sensitivity of data; Data security in 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Cloud computing now becoming the most prominent 
technology in today’s IT world. It is cost effective, flexible, 
and scalable in its nature. It was a dream which is now 
becoming true through it is still in its early stages. In order 
to gain full advantage of this technology more research 
work is required. Security is  one of the primary issues in 
this field which need to be overcome and  it is becoming a 
restriction factor in development of cloud computing 
(Wang Jun-jie, Mu Sen, 2011 )[1]. Data Leakage is an 
incident when the confidentiality of information has been 
compromised. It refers to an unauthorized transmission of 
data from within an organization to an external destination. 
The data that is leaked out can either be private in nature 
and are deemed confidential whereas Data Loss is loss of 
data due to deletion, system crash etc. Totally both the term 
can be referred as data breach, has been one of the biggest 
fears that organization face today. Data Leakage Prevention 
(DLP) is a computer security term which is used to identify, 
monitor, and protect data in use, data in motion, and data 
at rest[1]. DLP is sued to identify sensitive content by using 
deep content analysis to per inside files and with the use if 
network communications. DLP is mainly designed to 
protect information assets in minimal interference in 
business processes. It also enforces protective controls to 
prevent unwanted incidents. DLP can also be used to 
reduce risk and to improve data management practices and 
even lower compliance cost. Systems are designed to detect 
and prevent unauthorized use and transmission of 
confidential information. Vendors refer to the term as Data 
Leak Prevention, Information Leak Detection and 
Prevention (ILDP), Information Leak Prevention (ILP), 
Content Monitoring and Filtering (CMF), Information 
Protection and Control (IPC) or Extrusion Prevention 
System by analogy to Intrusion-prevention system [2]. In 

this paper, we deal with data leakage in analyzing how the 
DLP technology helps in minimizing the data leakage 
problem? The study is performed as a case research on DLP 
technology in organizational perspective.  

2. BACKGROUND  
2.1 Research Methodology  
There are three kinds of research approaches in scientific 
research; Quantitative research, Qualitative research and 
Mixed research. A quantitative research is the one which 
involves strategies of inquiry such as experiments and surveys, 
and collects data on predetermined instruments that yield 
statistical data. Generally, the quantitative research aims at 
explanation which answers primarily to why? Quantitative 
data collection is based on precise measurement using 
structured and validated data collection instruments such as 
closed ended items, behavioral responses and rating scales.  
In addition, quantitative research is defined as social research 
that employs empirical methods and empirical statements. The 
author states that an empirical statement is defined as 
descriptive statement about “what is the case in the real world” 
rather than “what ought to be the case”[3]. 

Therefore quantitative research is essentially about collecting 
numerical data to explain a particular phenomenon, particular 
questions seem immediately suited to being answered using 
quantitative methods.  
Qualitative Approach: A qualitative research is the one which 
involves strategies of inquiry such as narratives, 
phenomenology’s, ethnographies, grounded theory studies, or 
case studies.  
Generally, the qualitative research is a type of scientific 
research that aims at understanding which answers primarily 
to how? Qualitative data collection is based on in-depth 
interviews, participant observation, field notes and open-ended 
questions. Here the research is the primary data collection 
instrument.  
“Participant observation [for collecting data on naturally 
occurring behavior’s in their usual contexts], In-depth 
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interviews [for collecting data on individual perspectives, and 
experiences], and Focus groups [also called as group 
interviews is effective on eliciting data on the cultural 
groups]” are some kinds of qualitative research methods[4].  
Mixed Approach: A mixed research involves the mixing of 
quantitative and qualitative methods. The mixed approach 
involves strategies of inquiry such as collecting data either 
simultaneously or sequentially to best understand research 
problem. The data collection involves gathering both numeric 
information as well as textual information. The study begins 
with a broad survey and then focuses on qualitative, open-
ended interviews to collect detailed views from participant. 
There are three ways of mixing the data’s such as merging the 
data, connecting the data, and embedding the data. Though it 
is not enough to simply collect and analyze the data’s (both 
quantitative and qualitative) there is a need to be mixed 
together in order to form a complete picture of the problem 
then they do when standing alone. From the above details, we 
then believe our research is of qualitative approach. Therefore 
the research needs not to know statistical analysis as the 
quantitative approach suggest. The need to conduct this 
research is to know the detailed understanding of how the 
DLP technology minimizes the data loss problem in the 
organization[5].  
2.2 Research strategy   
Generally, research strategy is a way of collecting and 
analyzing empirical evidence by following some logic. A 
research design is the logic that links the data to be 
collected and the conclusions to be drawn to the initial 
questions of the study, it ensures coherence. There are five 
major research strategies; experiments, research survey, 
archival analysis, histories, and case studies. Each strategy 
has its own 
strength and weakness and can be utilized for all three 
research purposes; exploratory, descriptive, and 
explanatory. Case studyresearch involves the study of an 
issue explored through one or more cases through a 
boundary system. The author also states that it is a 
qualitative approach in which the investigator explores a 
case in detailed, and in depth data collection involving 
multiple sources of information and depicted a case 
description and case based themes[5]. The intent of case 
analysis exists in three variations such as single 
instrumental case study, the multiple case studies, and the 
intrinsic case study[6]. In a single instrumental case study, 
and then selects one bounded case to illustrate the issue. In 
a collective case study, the one issue is again selected but 
the inquirer selects multiple case studies to illustrate the 
issue. The intrinsic case study focuses on the case itself 
because the case presents an unusual and unique situation.  
This research therefore is designed in form of a case study, 
a single instrumental case study to be more definite. The 
research focuses on phenomenon, which is “How do the 
DLP technology helps in minimizing the data loss/leakage 
problem in conjunction with previously used technologies 

in the organization?” and it was examined in there different 
ways such as the product, people and process[7].  
2.3 Data Collection Techniques  
Generally, qualitative research often emphasizes the human 
factor to understand their behavior, knowledge, altitudes 
and fears. The qualitative research involves qualitative data 
that are obtained through methods such as surveys or 
interviews, on-site observations, and focus groups. Data are 
the empirical evidence or information one gathers carefully 
according to rules or procedures[8].  
Case study is a qualitative approach in which the 
investigator explores a case in detailed, and in depth data 
collection involving multiple sources of information (such 
as observation, interviews, documents, audio visual 
materials) and reports a case description and case based 
themes.  
Basically, there are two types of data collection methods; 
Primary and secondary[8]. Primary data collection: This 
processes three different types of strategies; interview, 
questioning, and observation. It is the most substantial 
method in all qualitative inquiry. It is first-hand 
information collected through various methods such as 
observation, interviewing, mailing, etc.  
Secondary data collection: This has been collected and 
processed by other researchers for different purposes than 
what it is sued for. It is a very common practice to collect, 
process, utilizes, and store data by companies and 
organizations for the support of their operation. The 
secondary data are mostly collected from sources such as 
magazine, news paper, TV, internet, reviews, and research 
articles.  
For this research, interviews, observations, documents, and 
reports have been extensively used as a form of data 
collection. Main datas are captured from the company 
internal knowledge base (real time data or empirical data) 
as our researcher is working for the organization on Data 
Loss Prevention project Along with this, security journals, 
DLP books such as (Data Leak Prevention - ISACA), and 
are used in collecting the data.  
2.4 Data Classification  
To optimally allocate resources and secure assets, it is 
essential that some form of data classification exists. By 
identifying which data has the most worth, administrators 
can put their greatest effort toward securing that data. 
Without classification, data custodians find it almost 
impossible to adequately secure the data, and IT 
management finds it equally difficult to optimally allocate 
resources. 
2.4.1. Unclassified 
 Data that has little or no   confidentiality, integrity, or 
availability requirements and therefore little effort is made 
to secure it. 
2.4.2. Restricted 
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 Data that if leaked could have undesirable effects on the 
organization. This classification is common among NATO 
(North Atlantic Treaty Organization) countries but is not 
used by all nations. 
2.4.3. Confidential  
 Data that must comply with confidentiality requirements. 
This is the lowest level of classified data in this scheme. 
2.4.4. Secret 
Data for which you take significant effort to keep secure 
because its disclosure could lead to serious damage. The 
number of individuals who have access to this data is 
usually considerably fewer than the number of people who 
are authorized to access confidential data. 
2.4.5. Top secret 
 Data for which you make great effort and sometimes incur 
considerable cost to guarantee its secrecy since its 
disclosure could lead to exceptionally grave damage. 
Usually a small number of individuals have access to top-
secret data, on condition that there is a need to know. 
2.4.6. Sensitive 
But Unclassified (SBU): A popular classification by 
government that designates data that could prove 
embarrassing if revealed, but no great security breach 
would occur. SBU is a broad category that also includes the 
For Official Use Only designation. 
2.5 Classification of Data Leakage  
From the paper, the author classified the information 
leakage into three levels which means a document 
containing confidential data can be classified as 
unintentional leak, intentional leak, and malicious leak [9].  
Unintentional Leak:  
1. Attach document  
2. Zip and send  
3. Copy & Paste  
The unintentional leakage normally occurs when a user 
mistakenly sends a confidential data or information to third 
party or wrong recipient. This is done without any personal 
intention. For instance, if an employee sends an email 
attaching a document mistakenly this contains confidential 
data to a wrong person or to vendor.  
Intentional Leak:  
The intentional leakage normally occurs when a user tries 
to send a confidential document without aware of company 
policy and finally sends anyhow. This is usually done when 
a user bypassing the security rules and regulations or 
devices without trying to gain personal benefits. For 
instance, when an employee renames a document folder 
and partially copies the data from it.  
Intentional Leak  
1. Document renames  
2. Document type change  
3. Partial data copy  
4. Remove keyword  

Malicious Leak:  
Malicious leakage usually caused when a user deliberately 
trying to sneak the confidential data past the security rules  
Malicious Leak  
1. Character encoding  
2. Print screen  
3. Password protected  
4. Self extracted archive  
5. Hide data  
6. Policies or product.  
For instance, when an employee sneaks a confidential data 
from enterprise system and sends them through email and 
even cause vulnerability to the system.  
3. DATA LEAKAGE PREVENTION USING MY 
DLP  
MyDLP is open source all-in-one data loss prevention 
software that runs with multi-site configurations on 
network servers and endpoint computers. MyDLP 
development project has made its source code available 
under the terms of the GNU General Public License.  
MyDLP is one of the first free software projects for data loss 
prevention.  
MyDLP allows you to monitor, inspect and prevent all 
outgoing confidential data without the hassle. With 
painless deployment and configuration, easy to use policy 
interface and great performance IT administrators and 
security officers are able to combat data leakage.  
3.1 MyDLP Features  
You can monitor and control data flow and stored data in 
your organization with MyDLP. You can pass, log, archive 
and quarantine moving data, encrypt removable devices 
and delete discovered files on storages using policy actions.  
The two main components of MyDLP are the MyDLP 
Network Server and MyDLP Endpoint. These two 
components work together to protect your sensitive 
information in your organization. 

 
3.1.1 MyDLP include the following subprojects: 
3.1.1.1 MyDLP Network: Network server of the project, 
which is used for high load network operations such as 
intercepting TCP connections and hostingMyDLP network 
services. 
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3.1.1.2 MyDLP Endpoint: Remote agent of the project, 
which runs on endpoint machines in order to inspect end 
user operations such as copying a file to an external device, 
printing a document and capturing screenshots. 
3.1.1.3 MyDLP Web UI: Management interface for system 
administrators to configure MyDLP. It pushes relevant 
parts of system configuration to both MyDLP Network and 
MyDLP Endpoint. 
3.2 Experiment and result 

 
Figure 1. Dash board of My DLP. 
Based on both the type of policy and content blade, number 
of incident triggered can be seen in the dashboard. It's very 
user friendly environment with lots of information on a 
mouse click. 

 
Figure 2. DLP Logs. 
Admin console basically has different options to perform 
admin activities.  
Status and overview tab we can find the types of devices 
and their status (active or Inactive).  
Users and Groups tab gives the functionality to create, 
delete or/and modify roles / users access to DLP Network, 
Endpoint and Datacenter tabs, system status is displayed 
based on device type (Sensor, ICAP server, Grid Worker 
etc.)  
Notification - automatic alerts are set whenever a device or 
feature fails to perform the job, i.e. an email alert is sent 
when any of the devices or services are hit or stop working.  
Settings option gives functionality to set various thresholds 
support - It opens up a knowledge base for quick help .This 
helps in saving lot of labor work as in an organization with 
very huge deployment it is very tidy and uneasy job to 
keep a track of all the devices and services.  
Content Analysis and Policy Application .All three DLP 
products make use of content analysis (detection of 

sensitive content in documents or messages) and 
application of policy (a specification of how to handle 
sensitive documents or messages)[10].  
Content Blades:-Content blades are highly accurate pattern-
matching detectors of sensitive content. DLP supports two 
kinds of content blades:  
1. Described-content blades are detailed descriptions of 
sensitive content, and may contain terms, regular 
expressions, programmatic entities, and other factors to 
accurately detect classes of sensitive content such as Social 
Security Numbers. Approximately 150 pre-defined 
“expert” content blades are available for immediate use in 
the DLP product, and it can be customized or create other 
content blades that are unique to organization.  
2. Fingerprinted-content blades (or “fingerprints”) are 
mathematical descriptors of individual sensitive documents 
or fragments of documents. They will “match” any copies 
of those documents or fragments found anywhere in the 
organization.  
Fingerprints of known sensitive documents are created, and 
then used to ensure that unauthorized copies of the 
documents are not being used.  
The DLP products use content blades to perform content 
analysis on intercepted messages, stored files, and files 
being manipulated by users. Each document or message is 
assigned a score, or risk factor, depending on how strongly 
it matches a content blade[11]. 
Incidents 

 
Figure 3. DLP Incidents 
Policies are sets of rules that specify when to create an 
event (a record that a sensitive document or message has 
been detected) and how to act on, or remediate, that event. 
A policy can base its decision on the results of content 
analysis (the risk factor, or severity, of the analyzed 
content) and on non-content-based factors such as the 
identity of the message sender or the destination of the user 
action. Below figure gives an excerpt of policies in DLP[12].  
Approximately 150 pre-defined “expert” policy templates 
are available for immediate use in the product, however as 
per the organizational requirement new policies can be 
created and already existing policies can be customized. 
Incidents when sufficient number of events occur, DLP 
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creates incidents that a security officer can evaluate and 
take appropriate steps to manually remediate the security 
issues that they represent.  
There is a dedicated workflow followed to analyze the root 
cause and follow the remediation process. A dedicated 
team, working on security incidents handles the workflow. 
A watch list is maintained and on all the users a vigilant 
eye is kept, if the security incidents are repeated 
appropriate action is taken involving other departments 
like legal, compliance etc.  
Below figure shows the high level workflow of Critical 
Incident Response Center team.  
The below figure gives an understanding of the types of 
Incidents / Events, date and time they occurred, severity 
level, sender or owner details, protocol used, the exact file 
name or information along with details of type of policy 
violated.  
From the GUI incidents can also be differentiated based on 
type (Network, Datacenter & Endpoint). As per the 
requirement it can be filtered with date ranges (day, week, 
and month) 
 

 
Figure 4. Blocking mail containing confidential data. 
The above figure is an example of how we can prevent data 
leakage in cloud computing. Here we can observe how 
confidential mail got blocked when an authorized user try 
to sent it to any other end points. Because the authorized 
person is not granted permission to sent confidential data. 
This is the best example of checking sensitivity of data in 
cloud computing.  
4. CONCLUSION  
In this paper, we do analysis of data leakage prevention. 
Why it can balance the data security and user convenience. 
And also suggest the way to prevent it by suing My DLP 
technology. We‘ve also shown the implementation details 
of this technology in our experiment part. However, it is 
very easier to implement DLP technology which will deals 
will cloud security[13]. Our future work will focus on data 
leakage analysis in cloud computing using a virtual cloud 
network. 
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